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We optically drive a trapped microscale probe through entangled DNA at rates up to 100× the
disentanglement rate (Wi ≈ 100), then remove the trap and track subsequent probe recoil motion. We
identify a unique crossover to the nonlinear regime at Wi ≈ 20. Recoil dynamics display rate-dependent
dilation and complex power-law healing of the reptation tube. The force response during strain exhibits key
nonlinear features such as shear thinning and yielding with power-law rate dependence. Our results,
distinctly nonclassical and in accord with recent theoretical predictions, reveal molecular dynamics
governed by individual stress-dependent entanglements rather than chain stretching.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.098303
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Microrheology, which uses embedded microspheres as
probes, has recently emerged as a powerful technique for
characterizing the molecular-level viscoelastic response of
a wide range of soft materials and complex fluids, ubiquitous in industry, biology, and daily modern life [1–8].
Microliter sample sizes enable the characterization of
valuable and difficult to produce materials, such as DNA
and cytoskeleton networks, inaccessible to bulk macrorheology techniques. Physiological scales of induced
stresses (piconewtons) and strains (microns) are also
directly applicable to a range of biological processes such
as cell locomotion, blood flow, and elimination of pathological respiratory mucus comprised of entangled DNA [9],
as well as new drug delivery techniques [10].
Linear microrheology measurements, which use passive
probe motion or small force probe oscillations, can readily
determine microscale linear rheological properties via
generalized Stokes-Einstein relations [3], provided the
probe is larger than a characteristic length scale of the
material [11]. While numerous studies have provided
critical insight into the microscale linear viscoelastic
properties of entangled polymers and other soft materials
[1–8,12–15], far fewer have investigated the nonlinear
regime in which the probe is actively driven (via magnetic
or optical tweezers) to significantly deform the material
from equilibrium [13,16,17]. Here, interpretations within a
macrorheology framework are complicated by the inherently inhomogeneous flow fields induced [6,18]. Thus,
while microrheology has the unique ability to directly
elucidate the molecular-level source of nonlinear material
behavior, careful experimental design and interpretation,
currently lacking in the literature, are critical.
Further, the reptation tube model, pioneered by de
Gennes [19] and Doi and Edwards (DE) [20], remarkable
in its ability to predict linear properties of entangled
polymers [21], fails to fully capture intriguing nonlinear
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effects such as shear thinning and yielding, proving ill
equipped to explain potential polymer disentanglement at
high strain rates [22,23]. According to the tube model,
each polymer is confined to move within a tubelike region
formed by surrounding entangling polymers, restricting
motion transverse to the polymer contour. Tube-model
extensions, such as chain stretching and convective constraint release (CCR), have been proposed to accurately
explain nonlinear effects [24–30], but conflicting experimental results and theories leave the regime controversial
[31,32]. Previously, we used optical tweezers to characterize the near-equilibrium tube potential confining entangled
DNA and found evidence of rate-dependent tube dilation
not predicted by DE theory and anharmonic tube softening
for large strains [15], in accord with recent simulations
[33,34]. A recent theoretical model proposed by Sussman
and Schweizer (SS) [25,26,30] for entangled rigid polymers predicts an anharmonic potential induced solely by
individual topological constraints and coupled to the
external stress imposed. Results of the SS model are
consistent with previous extensions to DE theory that
introduce CCR dynamics [28,29] as well as experimental
and simulation results for flexible polymers [33–36].
Conversely, Lu, Wang, and co-workers (LW) [24,36]
propose that chain stretching is the dominant mechanism
underlying nonlinear features such as a stress overshoot
during shear [16,23]. As such, experiments that directly
elucidate the underlying molecular dynamics leading to
widely observed nonlinear effects are needed [31,32].
Here, we present a novel microrheology technique, using
optical tweezers, able to directly characterize the molecular-level viscoelastic response of entangled DNA. We
identify a unique crossover to nonlinearity at strain rates
∼20 times faster than the disengagement rate (i.e., the rate
for a polymer to reptate out of its confining tube). We
quantify for the first time the nonlinear spring constant
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associated with microscale viscoelasticity, which we show
arises primarily from individual DNA entanglements that
are coupled directly to induced stress, with chain stretching
playing a minimal role. The results resolve a long-standing
debate regarding the molecular dynamics underlying the
nonlinear response of entangled polymers. Further, our
technique and analysis can be used to characterize the
microscale nonlinear viscoelastic properties of a wide range
of complex fluids and materials.
Double-stranded 45 kbp DNA was prepared, as previously described [37], by replication of a cloned fosmid
construct in E. coli, followed by extraction, purification,
and restriction enzyme treatment to convert supercoiled
constructs to linear form. DNA solutions were prepared in
an aqueous buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA,
10 mM NaCl] at concentrations of 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 mg=ml
corresponding to 0.5ce , ce , and 2ce , respectively, where ce
is the critical entanglement concentration [38]. We can
determine corresponding tube diameters dT and disengagement times τd by combining our previous results from
linear oscillatory rheology experiments on 45 kbp DNA
(dT ≈ 0.7 μm at 1 mg=ml, G0N ∼ c1.8 ) [11] with tube
theory scaling predictions [20]. We estimate τd ≈ 0.72,
1.24, and 2.57 s and dT ≈ 1.3, 1.0, and 0.7 μm for 0.3, 0.5,
and 1.0 mg=ml, respectively. Trace amounts of 4.5 μm
microspheres (probes) coated with Alexa-Fluor-488 BSA
were embedded in DNA solutions which equilibrated for
∼30 min prior to measurements.
A custom-built force-measuring optical trap, formed by a
1064 nm Nd∶YAG fiber laser focused with a 60 × 1.4 NA
objective, was used to trap a probe within the sample
chamber. A nanopositioning stage displaced DNA solutions 30 μm relative to the trapped probe at speeds
v ¼ 1–60 μm=s,
pﬃﬃﬃ which can be expressed as strain rates
via γ_ ¼ 3v= 2a, where a is the probe radius [17]. To
compare measured rates to characteristic relaxation rates
for each solution, we report all speeds as Weissenberg
numbers Wi ¼ γ_ τd . Several other groups have used a
similar strain ramp technique to probe soft material linear
dynamics [5,15,39]. Following strain, the probe remained
trapped for wait times tw of 0–20 s (0τd –27.6τd ), after
which the trap was shut off and the subsequent probe
position was tracked. An experimental schematic is shown
in Fig. 1. All reported data are an average of ≥10 trials. All
measurements were repeated in water and viscous unentangled dextran solutions. Both controls exhibited purely
Newtonian Stokes flow fluid behavior (Fig. S1 [40]).
A position-sensing detector measured the laser deflection during strain at 20 kHz, while probe images were
recorded at 100 s−1 both during and after strain. The laser
deflection and probe displacement from the trap center
during the strain are both proportional to the force acting on
the trapped probe over the entire force range accessed. The
trap was calibrated via the in situ equipartition method in
our DNA solutions [5,14] and Stokes drag in water [41].
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experiment schematic. Trap position
(blue line, right axis) and probe displacement from the trap center
(black and red curves, left axis) vs time are shown for the four
stages of the experiment with cartoons depicting the probe (blue
circle), trap center (red dot) and DNA (green). Equilibration: The
probe is trapped, and probe and DNA solution equilibrate. Strain:
Trap is driven 30 μm at a constant speed vtrap through solution.
Wait time: Following strain, the trapped probe begins to return to
the trap center. Recoil: The trap is shut off, and the probe recoils
backward (red curve) with speed vrecoil . Black and red curves are
an average of 10 trials at 3 μm=s strain speed in 1.0 mg=ml DNA.
The black curve during the recoil stage shows a full return of the
probe to the trap center if the laser is not shut off.

Measured force curves closely approximate the fluid
response, as we find no detectable difference in measured
traces when trap stiffness is increased ∼2×. For ease of
rheological interpretation, the measured force F and trap
displacement x are converted to stress and strain via σ ¼
F=πa2 and γ ¼ x=2a, respectively.
We find [Fig. 2(a)] that the force exerted on the probe
during strain initially increases with displacement (i.e.,
elastic response) before eventually yielding to a plateau
(i.e., viscous response). Such yielding, a key feature of
nonlinear strains, arises from unrecoverable microstructure
rearrangement due to chain disentanglement and sliding
[13,22]. We quantify the strain at which the DNA yields γ y as
the point at which the differential modulus of the force
response (K ¼ dσ=dγ trap ), which characterizes the elasticity
or stiffness of the material [Fig. 2(b)], drops to ð2eÞ−1 of its
peak value [Fig. 2(d)]. We find that for Wi ≤ 10, γ y increases
linearly with strain speed, indicative of the linear regime in
which the relaxation rate is constant (i.e., unperturbed
entanglement density). For Wi ≥ 20, we find approximate
scaling γ y ∼ Wi1=3 , in agreement with previous macrorheology experiments on entangled melts and suggested to arise
from a loss of entanglements or tube softening [24,26,35].
Within this framework, σ y should be proportional to γ y ,
which we find for strains >0.5 [inset of Fig. 2(d)]. While LW
suggest that entanglement reduction is due primarily to chain
stretching, not accounted for in SS theory [24,36], it also
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FIG. 2 (color online). DNA response during the constant rate strain. (a) Measured stress σ vs strain γ in 1.0 mg=ml DNA for strain
rates Wi ¼ 3.6 to 126 [see the legend in (b)]. (b) Corresponding differential modulus K vs strain for each strain rate. (c) Apparent
viscosity η vs strain rate for 0.3 (circles), 0.5 (triangles), and 1.0 mg=ml (squares) DNA with predicted scaling η ∼ Wi−1 shown.
(d) Yield strain γ y vs Wi for DNA solutions shown in (c) with predicted scaling for linear (γ y ∼ Wi1.0 ) and nonlinear regimes
(γ y ∼ Wi1=3 ). The inset shows yield stress σ y vs γ y and predicted scaling σ y ∼ γ y .

shows that significant chain stretch is the source of stress
overshoots experimentally seen in macrorheology studies on
entangled flexible polymers, including DNA [16,23]. We
find no such overshoot, in accord with previous rheology
studies on filamentous actin solutions and gelatins as well as
SS predictions [13,26,42]. This key difference between our
measurements and macrorheology measurements on DNA
highlights the unique system dynamics each technique
probes [6] and shows that chain stretching only plays a
significant role at the level of many-chain dynamics. Further,
for very fast rates, the yield strain appears to be asymptoting
to a plateau with values of 0.7 > γ y > 2 in agreement with
SS predictions. Note that our results are distinctly nonclassical, as DE predicts a yield stress and strain that are both
independent of strain rate with γ y ∼ 2.25.
From the measured force plateaus (corresponding to
K ≈ 0), we calculate an apparent viscosity via Stokes drag
η ¼ F=6πaν, which is roughly rate independent for Wi <
20 and then decreases, approaching a scaling of η ∼ Wi−1.0
[Fig. 2(c)], in accord with macrorheology experiments that
show shear-thinning exponents of −0.5 to −1 [20,23].
Classical DE theory predicts shear thinning in the nonlinear
regime but with −1.5 scaling, while tube-model extensions
that include CCR-like phenomena accurately capture
experimental results [26–29].
Following a post-strain wait time tw , the trap is removed,
after which the probe appeared to jump back or “recoil”

towards its original position (Figs. 1 and 3). The tracked
position of the probe vs time [Fig. 3(a)] fits well to a
decaying exponential, from which we determined a maximum recoil distance R and a decay rate β for each strain
[Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. Our control data showed no measurable
recoil, indicating that the recoil is an elastic effect dependent
on entanglements. Thus, while the system has yielded to the
strain by releasing some entanglements, the tube confinement has not been completely destroyed [25,35]. If the
principal hindrance to probe recoil is individual entanglements, then the recoil distance should be comparable to the
tube diameter, in line with our results [Fig. 3(b)]. More
importantly, we find R increases with Wi, crossing from
linear scaling to R ∼ Wi0.4 at Wi ≈ 20. While the low Wi
scaling is indicative of a linear response, the high Wi scaling
is in accord with SS predictions for the strain-rate dependence of tube dilation arising from direct coupling of the tube
potential to the external stress (rather than simply shear
induced affine deformation) [26]. Further, R reaches ∼5dT ,
in excellent agreement with the tube radius expansion
calculated by previous flexible polymer simulations [33].
The wait-time dependence of R shows R ≤ dT for wait times
tw > OðτD Þ, demonstrating the coupled effect of the tube
retracting to its equilibrium size (i.e., lost entanglements
reforming) and those entanglements partially relaxing.
This dynamic entanglement reformation and relaxation
is more readily seen in the wait-time dependence of the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Probe recoil dynamics following strain.
(a) Measured probe recoil r (normalized by tube diameter dT ) vs
time (normalized by disengagement time τd ) when released
immediately after strain (wait time tw ¼ 0). Strain rates of Wi ¼
5.4 to 108 in 0.5 mg=ml DNA are shown. (b) The maximum
recoil distance reached R vs Wi for 0.3 (circles), 0.5 (triangles),
and 1.0 mg=ml (squares) DNA at tw ¼ 0 with predicted scaling
exponents for linear (1.0) and nonlinear (0.4) regimes. The inset
shows R vs Wi for tw ¼ 0 to 2τd in 1.0 mg=ml DNA. (c) Measured recoil decay rate β vs tw for 1.0 mg=ml DNA at Wi ¼ 3.6
(red squares), 10.8 (orange squares), 18 (green squares), 54 (blue
squares), and 108 (violet squares) with predicted scaling for
linear (exponential curve) and nonlinear (0, −0.6) regimes. The
inset shows β vs Wi for tw ¼ 0 for all three DNA solutions.

recoil decay rate β [Fig. 3(c)]. We find that β decreases with
tw but with distinctly different time dependences for Wi
above and below ∼20. For Wi < 20, the decay is exponential, as expected for a single constant rate relaxation
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mechanism (i.e., relaxation of the static deformed tube
as predicted by DE). For Wi > 20, we find a short-time
plateau followed by β ∼ t−0.6 scaling, in agreement with the
disengagement time scaling τD ∼ t0.6 predicted by SS [25].
Further, the two-step power-law relaxation is in close
agreement with SS predictions for the stress relaxation
following a constant shear strain, explained as an initial fast
relaxation mechanism coupled to tube retraction (giving the
short-time plateau), followed by simultaneous relaxation of
the deformed entanglements (predicted by DE) and tube
contraction (slowing the relaxation rate to a power law). We
also find that β increases with Wi in line with the strainrate-dependent relaxation rate predicted by tube theories
with CCR-like phenomena [26,29].
To further characterize the microscale stress relaxation, we
calculate an effective spring constant associated with entanglements. As the probe recoil fits well to a decaying exponential, we can treat it as that of an overdamped harmonic
oscillator and use β to determine an effective entanglement
spring constant k via β ¼ ½b − ðb2 − 4mkÞ1=2 =2m, where
b ¼ 6πηa and m is the probe mass. Calculated spring
constants are small enough that k ∼ β, so corresponding
rate and time dependences of k are as in Fig. 3(c). Thus, the
elastic entanglement stiffness is strain-rate dependent and
crosses from linear to nonlinear relaxation dynamics
at Wi ∼ 20.
For Wi < 20, spring constants are nearly rate independent and increase with concentration, as expected for the
linear regime with average values of 3.01, 1.65, and
1.49 pN=μm for the 1.0, 0.5, and 0.3 mg=ml DNA,
respectively. We can convert our low Wi spring constant
kL for each concentration to a modulus GL and compare
with the predicted linear modulus Ge ¼ 3kb Tρe [20],
where ρe is the density of entanglements. Our GL values
are 0.84, 0.46, and 0.41 Pa, in excellent agreement with the
predicted values 0.76, 0.43, and 0.29 Pa for 1.0, 0.5, and
0.3 mg=ml DNA. Further, our measured 1.0 mg=ml modulus is in accord with macrorheology plateau modulus
measurements for similar DNA solutions (0.65 Pa) [23].
In equilibrium, the elastic energy of each entanglement
monomer should be comparable to kb T. Thus, to confirm
that our measured spring constants are indeed due to
individual entanglements, we compare our near-equilibrium
elastic energy to the thermal energy, i.e., 12 kL x2 ≈ kb T. We
calculate an approximate equilibrium stretching length
scale x, associated with each entanglement of x ≈ 49, 79,
and 88 nm for 1.0, 0.5, and 0.3 mg=ml DNA, respectively.
The size of each “entanglement monomer” should be on
the order of the mesh size of the solution ζ, which is ∼100,
140, and 180 nm for 1.0, 0.5, and 0.3 mg=ml DNA,
respectively, giving us x ≈ 0.5ζ and showing that the
equilibrium stretching length is comparable to and scales
with the entanglement monomer size. Thus, individual
DNA entanglements are the source of the microscale
elastic response, as confirmed by our other presented
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results. If we assume a constant stretching length, as k
increases to ∼2× the equilibrium value [with increasing
Wi; see Fig. 3(c)], the elastic energy exceeds the thermal
energy and thus cannot be sustained, so entanglements
must be released, reducing the average entanglement
density and softening the confining tube.
Here, we have demonstrated a novel experimental
technique in which we use an optically trapped probe to
drive entangled DNA far from equilibrium and characterize
the molecular-level linear and nonlinear viscoelastic
responses during and following strain. We show for the
first time that microscale nonlinear viscoelasticity for
entangled DNA is driven by individual entanglement
constraints rather than chain stretching. However, the
entanglements are distinctly nonclassical, exhibiting ratedependent releasing or tube dilation and complex powerlaw relaxation dynamics. Our results provide critical
insights into the long-standing debate on the molecular
dynamics underlying the experimentally observed nonlinear response exhibited in entangled polymers. Our
technique and analysis can also be used to characterize
the microscale viscoelastic properties of a wide range of
complex fluids and materials.
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